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Introduction
Currently, a number of efforts in the area of knowledge and language engineering are aimed to the development of systems of basic semantic categories (often called "upperlevel ontologies"), to be used for various applications such as natural-language processing, multilingual information retrieval, information integration, intelligent systems design. Examples of such systems are CYC's upper level, Penman's Upper Model (Bateman et al., 1990) , recently evolved into the Pangloss ontology (Knight & Luk, 1994) and the Revised Upper Model (Bateman, 1995) , the Mikrokosmos ontology (Mahesh, 1996) , and WordNet's upper structure (Miller, 1995) . Unfortunately, the upper-level taxonomic structure of these ontologies is often quite complicated and hard to understand. This paper intends to show how the theoretical tools of so-called Formal Ontology (Guarino, 1995) -and especially the Theory of Identity-can help to formulate some ontological distinctions and design principles able to produce cleaner, more general, more rigorous and at the same time more understandable upper-level ontologies.
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I will focus here on a single design practice, which is the main responsible of most semantic difficulties: IS-A overloading. Notice that I do not refer with this expression to the old debate about the semantics of IS-A (Brachman, 1983) , since I assume a standard set-inclusion semantics for it. Rather, I will discuss the cases where this standard semantics turns out to be violated, if we carefully analyze the ontological nature of the arguments. I will consider a number of "bad practice" cases, proposing a way to simplify the domain's hierarchical structure by splitting some concepts according to different identity conditions, or by excluding them from an explicit representation because of their limited taxonomic role. Among other things, I will criticize the use of multiple inheritance to account for polysemic phenomena, arguing for the necessity of better understanding their underlying ontological structure, with a goal similar to that of [Pustejovsky, 1995 #349; Pustejovsky, 1998 #407] . 
The Main Problem: IS-A Overloading
All ontologies are centered on a taxonomy, based on a partial ordering relation named in various ways. Such taxonomy is the ontology's main backbone, which can be "fleshed" with the addition of attributes and other relations among nodes. As usual, we shall generically call IS-A such taxonomic relation (not to be confused with InstanceOf, which links a node to the class it belongs to and is not a partial order). IS-A's semantics will be the standard one: if P and Q are unary predicate symbols, P IS-A Q iff I(P) ⊆ I(Q), where I is an interpretation function mapping unary predicates into subsets of the domain.
One of the problems with IS-A when considering linguistic ontologies like WordNet is that it often reflects a lexical relation between words, rather than an ontological relation between classes of domain entities. Although this fact is well known, the tendency to confuse the two aspects is quite high, especially when linguistic ontologies are used for non-linguistic applications. For instance, a common habit in linguistic ontologies is to rely on multiple inheritance for representing polysemy, as in the case of Figure 1 . This results in an overloading of IS-A's role, which, as we shall see, may cause serious semantic problems.
To overcome these problems, the solution I propose is to pay more attention to the ontological implications of taxonomic choices, limiting IS-A links to connect nodes sharing a common identity criterion. In this way, the taxonomy reflects a basic ontological structure with a clear semantics, while the extra-information currently encoded by IS-A links can be represented by means of specialized links and attributes.
I will consider the following examples of IS-A links:
Reduction of sense 1. A physical object is an amount of matter (Pangloss) 2. An association is a group (WordNet) Overgeneralization 3. An amount of matter is a physical object (WordNet) 4. A place is a physical object (Mikrokosmos, WordNet)
Confusion of senses 5. A window is both an artifact and a place (Mikrokosmos)
Clash of senses 6. A person is both a physical object and a living being (Pangloss) 7. An animal is both a solid tangible thing and a perceptual agent (CYC) 8. A car is both a solid tangible thing and a physical device (CYC) 9. An organization is both a social-being and a group (CYC) 10. A communicative event is a physical, a mental, and a social event (Mikrokosmos, Penman)
Suspect type-to-role link 11. A person is both a living thing and a causal agent (WordNet) 12. An apple is both fruit and food (WordNet, CYC) These five classes of examples represent different kinds of IS-A overloading due to ontological misconceptions, which are discussed in turn.
Reduction of sense
In Examples 1-2, the ontological nature of the parent concept does not fully account for the nature of its child. A physical object is more than just an amount of matter, and an association is more than just a group of people: in fact, the same group of people could constitute different organizations. An analysis of the different identity conditions associated to these concepts leads to a different conceptualization, where an explicit constitution relation is taken into account.
Overgeneralization
This case is opposite to the previous one. Here is the parent concept's ontological nature that is weakened by a child whose nature is very different. Consider for instance WordNet's gloss for physical-object: object, physical object: a physical (tangible and visible) entity; "it was full of rackets, balls and other objects"
[Wordnet 1.6]
The sense of "physical object" implicit in these words seems to contradict the two examples reported, since: ii) "amount of matter" is an uncountable term, while the statement reported in the gloss refers to a countable notion of physical objects; i) a place is not tangible. We see therefore how these questionable IS-A links force a weaker interpretation of the subsuming concept.
Confusion of senses
In Example 5, different senses of a word are collapsed into a single concept, inheriting from two parents. In WordNet, two different "synsets" are associated to the term window: one is subsumed by opening, and the other by panel. Here such distinction is not made, and polysemy is handled by multiple inheritance. While this choice may appear economical at a first sight, it presents in this case evident ontological difficulties: is there an entity that is both a panel and an opening? A cleaner solution is to represent the two senses as disjoint concepts, expressing their intrinsic connection by means of extra relations (for instance, the purpose of a window-panel is to cover a window-opening).
Clash of senses
In these examples of multiple inheritance, the parent concepts have incompatible meanings. Consider Example 6: in fact, one may think that a person has both the properties of physical objects and living beings. However, as we shall see, physical-object and living-being appear at a closer inspection as disjoint concepts, since they have no common identity criteria. So the situation is the same as in Example 5, with the difference that the link between the two senses is stronger: here a living being depends on a physical object (namely its body) for its existence ( Figure 2 ). It is also constituted by it, since the body and the living being have the same parts. In WordNet, these two senses for "person" are recognized, but no explicit relationships hold between them.
Examples 7-8 are very similar to 6, since in both cases perceptual agents and physical devices have no identity criteria in common with solid tangible things. Example 9 is even more evident, since the same group of people can form different organizations. In Example 10 ( Figure 5 ), three different senses are collapsed together, as if a communicative event was just a physical event with some extra properties. Indeed, a communication event involves some mental event as well as some physical event, but the identity criteria of these entities are different one each other, so they belong to disjoint concepts. 
Suspect type-to-role link.
This last class of examples is different from the previous ones. In this case the two links involved in the multiple inheritance have a different "strength": a person is necessarily a living thing, while her/he plays the role of causal agent only when involved in certain events. Analogously for the apple, which is necessarily a fruit while it can be a food. person and apple are types, while causal-agent and food are roles. As we shall see, person and apple are types, while causal-agent and food are roles. On the basis of ontological analysis, I shall bring a reason why forbidding a role to subsume a type.
. T h e Ro l e of I d en t i t y C r i te r i a
Let us focus first on the notion of identity criterion, which plays a fundamental role in our discussion. Briefly, we can say that an identity criterion (IC) for a property P is a binary relation I P such that (Noonan, 1993) Px ∧ Py ∧ I P xy → x=y If, for a given property P, we are able to define such an I P , then we say that P carries an IC for its instances.
We see therefore that an IC determines a sufficient condition for identity. In practice, ICs for classes corresponding to natural language words are often difficult or impossible to express. However, it is relatively easy (and quite useful) to identify some necessary conditions for identity, which are required to:
• classify an entity as an instance of a class C • individuate an entity as a countably distinct instance of C • identify two entities at a given time (synchronic identity)
• re-identify an instance of C across time (persistence, or diachronic identity)
These conditions may involve the nature of the parts of a certain entity (e.g., the chemical constitution of water), the topological relationships among parts (e.g., the selfconnectedness of a stone), the relationships with regions of time/space (e.g. the occupancy of the same region of space), or the persistence of a certain global property across time (e.g., the permanence of a certain shape). It is important to take in mind that the decision of ascribing any of these conditions to a certain class is the result of our conceptualization of the world, i.e. of our ontology.
After these clarifications, let us see how ICs may affect a taxonomic organization. Consider to this purpose the example reported in (Lowe, 1989) : should ordered-set be subsumed by set? Despite the apparent answer to this question is "yes", after some thoughts we recognize it cannot be the case, because of cardinality reasons (multiple different ordered-sets may correspond to the same ordinary set). This is because the two concepts do not have an IC in common: having the same members is a sufficient condition for the identity of sets, but not for the identity of ordered sets 1 . For analogous reasons, organization should not be subsumed by group, and person should not be subsumed by physical object (as a physical object, a body has persistence conditions different from a living being). Jonathan Lowe (1989) has discussed these problems at length, defending the following principle:
"No individual can instantiate both of two sorts if they have different criteria of identity associated with them". (Lowe, 1989) I assume this as the basic principle to be adopted for wellfounded ontologies.
A Minimal Ontology of Particulars
In order to address the problems discussed in the introduction, we have to clarify first our minimal ontological commitments. I assume a distinction between
• the entities of the world to be included in our domain of discourse, or particulars
• the properties and relations used to talk about such entities, or universals I will quickly present below what I consider the "basic backbones" of these ontologies, with the only purpose of making clear the methodological discussion which follows. The first distinction among particulars is between objects and locations. A location is either a region of (absolute) space or an interval of (absolute) time. An object is a particular which is not a location. Objects are concrete if they have a location in time and/or in space, abstract otherwise. Within concrete objects, I assume here for granted the classical distinction between continuants and occurrents.
Continuants have a location in space, but this location can vary with time. They have spatial parts, but they do not have a temporal location, nor temporal parts. They always have other continuants as parts.
Occurrents are "generated" by continuants, according to the ways they behave in time. In order for an occurrent to exist, a specific continuant must take part to it. If the continuant changes its identity, the occurrent also changes its identity, so that continuants are rigidly dependent on continuants. Examples of occurrents are ordinary events like the change of location of a body, but also the permanence of a body in a given location (a state occurrence). Occurrents always have other occurrents as parts. They have a unique temporal location, while their exact spatial location is often not clear.
O n t o l o g i c a l L e v e l s
Let us see now how, by applying Lowe's principle, we can introduce systematic distinctions among ontological categories that overcome the IS-A overloading problems mentioned earlier.
Take for instance a person, which can be conceptualized as an intentional agent, a living being or just a physical object (see Example 6). I argue that, since these concepts imply different ICs, they correspond to disjoint categories: three distinct individuals, instances of the three concepts above, share a common spatial location. Since the person depends on the underlying biological organism, as well as the latter depends on the underlying amount of matter, there is an intrinsic order within these categories, which belong therefore to different ontological levels.
A dependence relation links higher levels to lower levels: an animal depends on its body, which depends on body parts having a certain functionality, which depend on pieces of matter having specific properties, and so on. We have therefore a classification of ontological levels based on different kinds of IC (Figure 4 ), corresponding to different sets of individuation and persistence conditions. Each level corresponds to a class of ICs. These classes are assumed to describe disjoint sets of entities, in accordance with Lowe's principle. They are orthogonal to the continuants/occurrents distinction introduced above.
At the atomic level, we consider entities having minimal spatial or temporal dimensions, according to a certain granularity dependent on our conceptualization. We assume spatio-temporal continuity as a necessary condition for their identity.
At the static level, all the non-temporal properties of a particular contribute to its identity: if one of these changes, identity is lost. In this level only very peculiar objects are defined, namely configurations of atoms and situations (occurrences of configurations). The former are continuants, the latter are occurrents.
At the mereological level, the IC is extensional: two entities are the same if and only if they have the same parts (mereological essentialism). Regions of space, temporal intervals and amounts of matter belong to this level. Subsequent levels are characterized by an intensional criterion of identity, in the sense that mereological identity is neither sufficient nor necessary for identity.
The physical level corresponds to ICs bound to spatial configuration of matter (i.e., to topo-morphological properties). It can be split into two separate layers.
At the topological layer, the IC is bound to topological properties: for instance, topological self-connection can be considered as a necessary property to maintain identity: a piece of matter belongs to this layer, while a (pos-sibly disconnected) amount of matter belongs to the mereological level. The two things are distinct entities, since a piece of matter can cease to exist (generating new pieces) while the same amount of matter is still there. At the morphological layer, the IC is bound to morphological properties (or, in general, gestaltic properties related to spatial proximity), like spatial shapes or temporal patterns. A change of these properties can influence identity. A cube-shaped block is an example of an instance of this level: if its shape changes (above a certain limit) it is not the same cube any more, while still being the same piece of matter. The levels above the physical level are related to ICs bound to the way objects interact with the external world. At the functional level, the IC is bound to functional and pragmatic properties: identity is destroyed when functionality is destroyed. At the biological level, the IC is bound to properties related to life: identity is destroyed when biological activity ceases. At the intentional level, the IC is bound to capability of intentional behavior: identity is destroyed when such capability ceases. At the social level, the IC is bound to social rules and conventions involving the interaction of intentional objects. Identity is destroyed when some of these rules change. In conclusion, we can see how the adoption of Lowe's principle and the introduction of ontological levels solves the IS-A overloading problems discussed earlier (at least for examples 1-10). In all these cases, the proposed solution is the introduction of disjoint concepts (belonging to different ontological levels) accounting for the different senses involved (Figure 5 ). The costs of this choice are: i) a moderate proliferation (by a constant factor corresponding to the number of levels) of the number of entities in the domain; ii) the necessity to take into account different relations besides IS-A, such as dependence, spatiotemporal colocalization and constitution relations of various kinds. A formal characterization of these relations is outside the scope of this paper. See (Simons, 1987; Fine, 1995; Casati & Varzi, 1999) for a thorough technical discussion on these issues.
A Minimal Ontology of Universals
A minimal ontology of universals, based on a revision of (Guarino, Carrara & Giaretta, 1994) , is reported in Figure  6 . The first distinction is the usual one between properties and relations, according to the number of arguments. We only focus on primitive properties, which are not obtainable by Boolean combination of other properties.
Universal
Property The purpose of studying the distinctions among properties is twofold. On one hand, we are interested in assessing their organizational role in a taxonomy, that is their practical relevance as taxons, i.e. nodes of a taxonomy; on the other hand, we want to study their attitude to generate clean and understandable hierarchies, with a minimum degree of "tangleness". With the help of formal ontology, we can characterize such distinctions on the basis of the following meta-properties:
1. Identity (+I). The property of carrying an IC. 2. Rigidity (+R). A property P is rigid if, for each x, if P(x) is true in one possible world, then it is also true in all possible worlds. Person and location are rigid, while student and tall are not. 3. Anti-rigidity (~R) 2 . A property P is anti-rigid if, for each x, P(x) is true in one possible world, and false in a different possible world. Student and tall are both nonrigid (-R) and anti-rigid (~R). 4. Dependence (+D). A property P is dependent if, necessarily, whenever P(x) holds, then Q(y) holds, with x ≠ y and P ≠ Q (see the class dependence mentioned before). Father is dependent, person is not.
A type is a property that is rigid and carries an IC. Types play the most important organizational role in a taxonomy. Assuming that each type has a distinct set of ICs, Types and categories are both rigid, and can be either dependent or independent (person is independent, event is dependent). A role is a property that is anti-rigid and is always dependent 3 . Material roles like student do have an IC, while formal roles like part do not. However, the IC of material roles is only indirect, since they do not introduce any specific IC, but rather they inherit it from a subsuming type. No explicit mutual disjointness assumption is made for roles, as they tend to generate tangled hierarchies. They have for this reason a limited organizational relevance. It seems therefore advisable to explicitly distinguish roles from types in order to easily isolate the main backbone of a taxonomy, and to perform inferences related to mutual disjointness (Figure 7 ). Notice that a role cannot subsume a type, since the former is anti-rigid and the latter is rigid.
Finally, an attribution is a property that is not rigid, is not dependent, and does not carry any IC 4 . Attributions do not seem to play any useful organizational role in the on-
. S o m e B a s i c D e s ig n P ri n c i pl e s
In conclusion, let us summarize the ontology design principles emerging from this discussion, which can solve the ISA overloading problems we have mentioned in precedence.
1. Be clear about the domain. Any formal theory is a theory about a domain. Such a domain must be clarified in advance. In particular, in our case, it is very important to make clear whether the entities we speak of (i.e., the instances of our classes) are:
• particulars; • universals, i.e. conceptual properties and relations; • linguistic entities like nouns, verbs or adjectives.
What I have suggested is to have two separate ontologies for particulars and universals, keeping lexical items out of the domain.
2. Take identity seriously. We have seen how the notion of identity criterion (and especially Lowe's principle) can play a crucial role in clarifying ontological distinctions.
3. Isolate a basic taxonomic structure. We have seen how the notion of "basic backbone" acquires a rigorous meaning, being constituted by categories and types. Under the assumption of having each one a different set of ICs, types form a tree of mutually disjoint classes. We can reasonably assume, as a design principle, that also categories form a (very shallow) tree of mutually disjoint classes.
Identify roles explicitly.
We have seen that an explicit tag for roles has two advantages: i) you can easily hide them in order to isolate the basic backbone; ii) you can perform inferences involving mutual disjointness while avoiding explicit declarations, unless for cases like sondaughter, where two roles are linked by an antonym link.
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